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As one of the three forms of Private Remedy, Self-help is the necessary 
complementarity of Jurisdicial Remedy，its significance is to protect legality rights 
and interests in time. As we know the particularity of self-help, it should be limited 
in strict. Nowadays, the legitimacy of self-help was accepted by more and more 
countries. Difference in our country, Such provisions are still devoiced on 
legislation. In order to consummate the system of private remedy in our country, it 
is necessary to add provisions of self-help in our civil law. 
This paper proceeds as follows: introduction, text and conclusion. As for the 
text, it consists of four chapters. 
Chapter one talks about the concept of self-help, origin of self-help, 
composition of self-help.  
Chapter two discusses the character and effect of self-help, analyze the 
viewpoint of the Academia, and bring forward the viewpoint of penman，and then 
conclude some cases of negative of self-help, such as inappropriate of self-help, 
misuse of self-help, absence or delay of application, mistake of behaviors. 
Chapter three is an analyse inside the rules of law connecting to analyze the 
provisions of self-help in the four drafts of our country. The lack of self-help in 
law should be conflict to practice. 
Chapter four introduces the action of self-help in branches of civil law, such 
as law of creditor right, law of real right, law of life right. Through these, analyse 
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